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Concealer
Renee Banash.-y
"Green paste," said the salesgirl, "it's perfect for you."
"Excuse me?" I asked.
"Green paste, it neutralizes red,"
"You mean all of the blotches on my face?"

Pandora's eyes gazed back at me, wondering if she had pressed too far.
I s,viveled in the chair, awh.-warclly.
"Lets try it," came out, timidly filling the silence,
Cutting tension like a flaxen thread.
It went on smooth and flat, hiding much, not all.
So I bought it,
The paste made me look younger.
Except for the blotches
On my heart.
They must be covered some other way.
Each time it goes on, I wonder why I can't stop using
Green paste.

iPhone
Cameron Durrant
Much like a trap, the phone goes snap
With a simple, "slide to unlock"
And what is inside? Old photos
(Long forgotten), maps, iBooks,
A passbook (rarely noticed), reminders,
A clock, calculator, calendar,
Camera, and weather (taking up gigs)
Some of these can be useful,
But are mostly, unused, ignored, and unloved
But! In the bottom, a black bar with
One App, Safari! Blazing red, blue, and white
Like fire - and ice, entices me with untapped
Opportunity ...
tap like a blast, of snow, the screen shines
White, and then, "Search or enter website name"
Who is to blame, if I indulge just a little
Time, to look, to watch, to see, to laugh,
To smirk, to scoff, to search, repeat ...
To smirk, to smile, to mock, to share,
To text, to tweet, to search, repeat ...
A web of galaxies ensnare my senses
Penetrating my defenses, till I am lost
Floating, orbiting, drifting, round bodies of
Celestial info, ungrounded, in reality,
Flying, meandering, wandering, free
Locked in the corners of my five by
Three inch box, plunging through,
The nebula, of images, unanswered text
Messages, flashes of videos, searches for
Glorious, arbitrariousness, can you blame
My passionate desire, though it may be a shame
That I never tire, of cutting, cutting, cutting away
My time from other, necessities?
Much like a trap, the phone goes snap
With an effortless, "slide to unlock" ...

Waking at 3:00 A.M. Paralyzed
Cameron Durrant
Crunched like a car, bones rigid - feeling broken
eyes creak open, leaking into my head - sunken.
Lightning shoots through my skull, breaking the joint
all my strength, to bend a finger, and point
to nothing ...
Steel ribs wrap 'round my chest and heart
thumping and pounding against the walls, to get out.
Pushing, and pushing the flesh and bone
wearily the brain slouching and sinking like a stone
struggling to do ... something.

Dream
Brad Keyes
I'm sick of facing these mountains I climb
Are they even real?
Or are they inside my mind?
Whose to say, but the one who beholds
and who will believe the stories they've told?
Could anyone ever know
that it's not just a show
and there exists something that can't be seen?
Or will the ill be treated
as if they're asleep
needing to be woken from a dream?

Writer's

Block
Collett Litchard

Random, rushing thoughts,
on the run like prey,
too hard to capture
so fleeting are they.
Hurry
catch them before they're gone.
Oh no, too late.
Then like a dam burst,
they come flooding in,
I the poor beggar
with a cup of tin.
Thirsty,
catch but a few small drops
that fail to sate.
Striking like lightning,
faster than my pen,
random, rushing, thoughts,
here ...then gone again.

Armed

Robbery
Collett Litchard

The words won't quit
rerunning themselves
like a hammer drilling a nail.
"I'll kill you both," he said,
and all for less than the worth of a life,
yet two were on the line.
So calm was he,
like it meant nothing.
And I taking it all in
with my mind on autopilot,
blank,
survival mode only.
Then when he walked out. ..
REALIZATION!!!
The pent up fear released.
Aftershocks hit with
deafening force.
Eventually calm, life goes on.
Then the words start up again
pounding in my brain.
"I'll kill you both."
"I'll kill you both."
"I'll kill you both."

Haik

us of Wonder
Laurel Huntsman

I often ask, "Why?"
Why is this and why is that?
And that is just that.
I often think ho1v.
How is that and how is this?
Simply this is this.
Why think and why ask
If this is this and that, that.
That's how what makes what.

Even Love Unreturned
its Rainbow

Has
Laurel Hunstman

I love him, I do.
He's my sweet baby, my pet.
I won't find anyone
as precious as he is.
But I'm starting to wonder
if we have a healthy relationship.
I mean, he shows me affection
but only when he wants something.
The only time he talks to me
is if he wants me to get him food
or scratch his back.
I can't help but feel that
our relationship is nothing
but him, him, him.
When I try to reach out to him
he sometimes gets violent,
leaving me cut and bleeding.
I have many scars.
Is this normal behavior?
Or is my cat abusive?

Need
Katrina Wood
I've heard it a hundred times.
Maybe even a thousand.
"You don't need a man."
And yes, that's true.
I don't need a man to smile.
I don't need a man to be happy.

I don't need a man to be independent,
a role model, a pillar of strength,
a shoulder to cry on.
I don't need one when I get a bad grade,
when I hand in my assignment late,
or when I don't understand my textbooks.
I don't need one when I'm tired, lonely, frustrated,
and no one's willing to talk.

I don't need one when we can't afford food
and I'm asked to pitch in, happy to help,
but heartbroken by mom's expression when she asks.
And I don't need one when Christmas goes to bills,
when every time of the year is tight
and we can never go to the movies
and I'm not strong enough to lift the TV up the stairs
and we can't go on the roof to set up the antenna
and the heater's broken and I don't know how to fix it
and I don't need a man when I'm dying for a hug,
starving for a father's blessing, the Priesthood,
the gentle yet firm assurance that my world isn't endingScrew it.

I get it. I. Get. It.
So shut up and stop telling me
I don't need a man.

Sins

of

Our

Fathers
Katrina Wood

He had learned to thrive in the buzz of his family's everyday
antics. His wife's tender compliments and coos, his dog's eager whines
and barks, his sons' ADHD-charged fights and shrieks; rather than distract, fueled his concentration in a perfect symphony that pushed him
onward. Kelly was about to start dinner. Thrasher was running around
like mad. Cole,Jackson, Levi, and Trevor were doing homework, tackling each other, and laughing. And MatMat.
The man looked up from his work. His gaze flashed from head
of brown hair to head of brown hair, occasionally meeting a pair of
brown, green, hazel, and brown eyes again. But where were those blue
eyes? Ultimately, his stare connected with his wife's brown-eyed gaze,
just as frantic as his.
Not a word passed between them. Just as Kelly opened her
mouth, their eldest son rounded the corner, dressed in his Alaska-proof
blue hoodie and gray sweatpants-and there, those blue eyes, distant
and bare, adorned with heavy shadows.
He spared them no glance, and barely any words. "I have
something one of you needs to sign." He said, making his way through
the kitchen, shoulders heavy and pace brisk. "Later."
Instinctively, his mother reached a hand to him. His father
nearly stood, "Where'd you put-?" but too late, for the fifteen-year old
was in the living room, out the front door, and on his way, too quiet,
too quick.
Neither moved nor spoke. Tears welling, Kelly shook her
head. "John ... "
The man removed his glasses. His brow furrowed, he stood
and sighed. "I know."
He closed the distance between them and shared an embrace, a
kiss, a tender exchange of words. Then, once she was soothed, they
returned to their work.
By the time he finished grading papers, the aroma of cooking
meat and pasta sauce drifted through the air. Hungry whispers and envious whines lingered; a complete symphony, save it be for Mat's bass
voice.
I shouldfind thatpaper he 111as
talkingabout.The man thought,
taking in a deep breath as he stood, his students' homework already
stored away. OthenviseI'llforget.
Silent, save it be the smiles he shot his sons and wife, John
made his way into Mat's room, sighing when his gaze settled upon its
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contents. Ohfor goodness'sake. Clothes, books, notebooks, pencils, and
papers (old assignments and church handouts) littered the floor, dresser,
nightstand, and-was that a pair of boxers on the bookcase?
Is he eventrying?

He made his way about the young man's room with cautious
steps and courageous leaps, scanning for the paper. Those by the door
were old math notes and assignments. The one next to the dresser was
yet another of Mat's doodles. The piles on the books were mostly from
church. But where was that permission slip?
His reason gradually eroded. He looked through a few books,
under Mat's bed, his closet, and any other small space he could think of.
Notebooks, pillowcases, desk drawers, his trumpet case, yet no sign of
the paper.
Finally, he pulled the drawers of Mat's dresser open and shut
in a flurry of spent patience. A mess oft-shirts overwhelmingly green
and blue, jeans and a variety of shorts, boxers and boys' shorts and
socks and a shine of silver, and pajamas both thick andThe breath caught in the back of his throat. Hold on.
What ... ? Gently pushing the drawer closed,John opened the one above
it. Instantly, his gaze magnetized to the silver color.
It was small and insignificant at a first glance, but wickedly
powerful and devilishly sharp upon a second. Vicious. And oh so cold.
His hands trembled as he lifted the razor.
No. No. Mat's a good kid. He 2vou!dn't-he's-

He shot to his feet and out of his son's room, his heart beating
in his throat, his breath quickening. No. No. It wasn't his. He'd probably just found it on the street-and kept it in his underwear drawer? It
had to be a friend's-but Mat didn't have any friends. It"Honey, are you alright?"
Breathless, John turned mid-stride to face his wife. I'm going
to go see Mat."
Her brow furrowed. "Did something happen?"
Swallowing, his eyes snapping to his sons for an instant, each
of whom were decorated with confusion akin to their mother, he
dropped his gaze. "I've just got to see him."
He turned again and took off for the table, snatching his keys
and wallet as Kelly followed. "What's wrong?"
No words slipped past his pursed lips. He marched to the
closet and grabbed the first coat he laid eyes on. With one smooth
movement he pulled it on and turned to the door, stopping only when
his wife stepped in front of him.
"John," She demanded. "Did something happen to Mat?"
The air in his lungs refused to circulate. His heart stopped
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beating. Wide-eyed and shaky, John stared wordlessly into his wife's
eyes. Their son-their son-their son"I'll tell you when I get back."
Her expression darkened. She opened her mouth, but he quickly gifted her with a kiss and an embrace. In the calmest manner possible,
he walked out the door. he moment it clicked to a close, he hurled himself to the car.
His hands fumbled for the door handle and the key in the ignition.
He's not-he can't-

Though tucked away in a wallet pocket, the razor weighed
heavily on his heart.
The road took years to traverse. By the time he parked the car,
his heart was raging, his lungs crushed with fear. He's fine. He thought,
jumping out of the car, jogging to the gym door. It's not his. He 11Joiddn't
do
that.

The moment he walked through the door, he asked the man at
the front desk, "Where's Mat?" The man pointed toward the main
weight room, and without a word,John walked.
He's not-

He stepped inside. Instantly, his gaze snapped to the young
man in the green shorts, white socks, and neon green shoes, who was
striking the lone punching bag.
Initially, the first glimpse in years of Mat without a shirt made
the man swell with pride. Though his son's progress hadn't gone unnoticed, it never occurred how much Mat had accomplished. Years of hard
work lay evident in his muscles-in powerful shoulders, forearms, biceps, calves, and-abs? Had-had he really done so much? How-?
But at the sight of the scars and cuts, John's heart dropped. At
the same time, his son halted his barrage and glanced at his father. For a
time the two stared, blue and green eyes empty and shell-shocked. Just
as John opened his mouth, the boy turned and picked up where he had
left off.
The man swallowed and dropped his gaze. He tightened his
hands into fists, loosened them, tightened them again, and with a deep
breath stepped forward. Before he could think it over, he was by his
son's side, examining the scars in full.
How many were there? How long had he done it? How hadn't
everything-the long sleeves, silence, and yearly reminder of his only
friends' deaths-clicked? He'd caught on to a handful of students every
few years. How had he missed his own son's brand of the deed?
Eternity passed before him. He tried to speak, "I-" but
choked every time, forcing him to wait for his son to stop, if only for a
moment.
After a time, he realized Mat's fists were bare.
"You should wear gloves. Or sports tape."
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The young man struck the bag once more. His body heaving
and glistening with sweat, he turned to his father. He remained silent.
John stood straight. "Do they have any?" Mat's stare wandered
past his father, and John turned. On a shelf among small weights without twins, jump ropes, and other pieces of equipment, several rolls of
sports tape lay.
The father took off. He swiped the first roll that caught his eye
and returned to his son, who held out both hands obediently. Quickly,
gingerly, he wrapped them. The boy's knuckles were bruised. His arms
were concealed with scars. A fresh cut, though no longer bleeding,
burned red against his skin.
Once finished,John released Mat's hands. Examining his father's work in silence, stretching his fingers, he nodded, "Thanks," and
turned back to the bag.
And without missing a beat, the young man continued.
The father stared. Silence reigned supreme, save it be for Mat's
strikes and occasional grunts. John shuffled in his spot, tightening his
grip on the tape. His head buzzed and echoed at the same time. No
words formed on his tongue. For some reason, the only question he
thought of was if he was listening to music on hisHe didn't even know what kind of music his son listened to.
"D-dinner-" the father blurted, voice cracking, chest tightening as his hands trembled. "Dinner will be ready when you get home."
The young man didn't budge.John opened his mouth again,
but after a full minute of searching for something to say, he nodded, and
nodded again.
He didn't remember the drive home. One moment he was with
his eldest son, and the next he was standing before his home, walking
inside, and leaning against the front door, staring at the carpet and listening to the sounds of his sons and dog in the background.
"Honey, is that you?"
He didn't reply. He barely budged. Only when Kelly walked in
did he make his way across the room, her gaze filled with concern as he
fell into the couch. ''.John?" She asked, gently sitting next to him. "Did
something happen?"
The man had to fight to sit Straight and face his wife. But the
moment his gaze connected with hers and he opened his mouth, every
thought turned blank, white, then red, then dashes of red on soft, pale
skin.
Our son...

He removed his glasses, pinched the bridge of his nose, and
leaned forward to rest his elbows on his knees, his brow creasing. Shaking his head, his gaze dropping, his throat burning and chest aching, the
man took in a long, unsteady breath, and cried.
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At the

Lake
Gentry Guymon

Above my head are round pearly beasts lazily swimming in the
periwinkle sky
Beneath my feet are sun-bleached scales pressed down in brO\vn sugar
sand
In front of me is a green spiral marble lake, its childish waves taunting
the shoreline, running onto the sand and retreating back to its mother's
waters.
Behind me are desolate bark-less trees, their bone white skeletal arms
out spread in the relentless
wind, reaching out, desperately grasping for tl1e periwinkle sky.

Fall

from

the

Sky
Christopher Palo

What are the only things that fall from the sb..-y?
Mana from
heaven and the Airborne Ranger!
Crammed uncomfortably in to a net seat, squeezed between
two other men, with your pack between your legs, your 'chute on your
back, and your reserve on your lap you anxiously wait. Then you hear it.
Air rushes in as the Jumpmaster opens the door. He leans out,
knuckles white as he grips the frame of the exit hatch, while he's leaning
out. He looks left. He looks right. He pulls himself back in and speaks
to the assistantJumpmaster. The words are muffled by the sound.
Legs shaking and heart pounding you look, focused with laserlike attention, at everything the Jumpmaster does. Then the big red bulb
illuminates. This is what you've been waiting for.
The Jumpmaster, barely audible, yells," Outboard personnel
stand-up!" he points to your section and fingers extended and joined he
waves you up. You stand as if it was some sort of magic trick and he
was your puppeteer.
"Inboard personnel, stand up!" the little bit of room you had
to move around is now gone as another group stands and takes their
place between you and the guy in front of you.
"Hook up!" he shouts making a hooking motion above his
head with his first finger. You follow suit, static line in hand you raise
your arm and hook it to the cable above your head.
Next movement is from muscle memory. You check the pack
and harness of the man in front of you. You feel your body jostle as the
man behind you is doing the same.
"Count off1" shouts the Jumpmaster. Then you hear it from
the back. The word O.K. is shouted from behind every man shouting it
and passing it to the next person with a slap in the rear end.
Then you feel the slight sting of the man behind you slapping
you left butt- cheek and shouting "Okay!" You follow suit letting the
man in front of you know his gear is checked and ok.
Holding on to your static line you wait, shifting your weight
from your left foot to your right to distribute the pressure of your overloaded body evenly.
"Green light, Go!" the shout resonates your whole being.
Adrenaline builds and muscles tense. The man in front of you moves
forwards. You inch closer and closer to the door as men exit the plane.
Then it's your turn.
Looking the jumpmaster in the eye you hand him your static

line. Once you are sure he has positive control you jump, arms and legs
crossed to protect yourself.
For a brief moment your insides think they are still on the
plane and try to remain at the same position you feel your insides move
up to your head and then finally settle.
One, one thousand, the air is pushing up against your feet and
moving up your body.
Two one thousand, you hear ripping and tearing praying to any
deity that will listen that it is just the static line pulling your 'chute out
and not the shoot ripping.
You unfold your arms, against better judgment to make sure
your reserve is still there.
Three one thousand, your body jerks in and unnatural position.
But you are comforted because you know what it means. It means your
equipment has worked and your 'chute opened.
You fumble around looking for the tag with the name of the
angel who packed your 'chute. You feel the thick paper attached to the
bag strapped to your back. You pull it forward and read the name of
your savior, Donald Duck. You laugh because you just put your life in
the hands of fictitious pant-less duck.
You reach up and grab the raisers. You pull one down to guide
your path to the ground. You now see why the black-hat made you do
all of those pull ups.
You are falling at 22 feet per second. So you have to pay attention to how far off the earth you are.
You estimate that you are about 100 feet up. You reach to your
waist and pull a tab there. Your rucksack, attached to a line, drops. You
feel a jerk at your waist as the sack reaches the end of the cord.
He ground rushes up at you. Your training kicks in. you hit the
ground. Feet, knees, hip, shoulder all in sequence.
The 'chute catches the wind and you are pulled along the
ground for a few meters then you stop.
You stand up, back on the earth from which you came, puling
your 'chute and shoving it back in to your bag.
Walking back to the truck, to load your bag, you breath easy.
You did it. You survived. You are now a Paratrooper!
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These

Hands
Nisheal Watson

These hands are rough,
From years of work.
They gently hold
Me close to him.
His hands are filled
With love and hope.
These hands belong
To Daddy dear.
These hand are soft,
And full of grace,
They rocked me to sleep.
They wave good bye as I leave for college.
These hands did so much,
I can't describe.
These hands belong
To my wonderful Mom.
These hands that
Served so eagerly.
These hands were
Bruised and pierced and torn.
Whose marks remain.
These hands await
So willingly,
To welcome you home.
These hands belong
To the Savior of mankind.

I Know When it's Fall
Nisheal Watson
It begins with the fruit flies.
The peaches and pears must be ripe,
Swarms of flies have gathered.
The timing is just right.
We cut them and core them
And throw away the bad.
The air smells of sugar and apples.
Side by side we boil and cut.
Each peels to a new layer of skin.
We laugh and we talk.
Slowly the skin falls away.
Exposed is the heart.
With love each fruit is grown.
With love each offspring is molded and preserved.
Side by side we place fall into a bottle.
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Crisp is the Quiet Air of Fall
Sam Kofford
Crisp is the air of fall
With wind swept leaves dancing
And gracing each tombstone
in the quiet graveyard.
Each and every year
Always at this season
He solemnly passes each headstone
But only caring for her's alone
Tears of heartfelt longing
Fall on her grave
As he caresses her name
Ever so sweetly
I remember our final days together.
Our laughing, reminiscing, and crying.
What I'd give just to feel
Your hand on my face again
And hear you say how you love me.
He listens then so intently
But hears only nothing.
As he leaves her favorite rose
And walks quietly away
A faint whisper is heard, but too faint for his heart.
Crisp is the quiet air of fall
With wind-swept leaves dancing around
And gracing each tombstone
in the quite graveyard
As he sadly lowers her vanishing hand.

Just

a Single

Drop
Sam Kofford

The
Just
The
Just

loss of a loved one,
a single drop.
emptiness of loneliness,
a single drop.

Pains of a sickness,
Just a single drop.
The cries of a scared child,
Just a single drop.
A heart that is broken,
just a single drop.
A spirit full of sadness,
Just a single drop.
For all the guilt and emptiness,
I give a drop for each.
For every pain and sorrow,
I give a drop for each.
For all the lost and broken things,
I give a drop for each.
No moreneedto suffer.
It 1villbe alright.
For everysingleoneofyot1
I gavea dropofme.
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Awakened
Becky Allred
Stepping back, I see her. My Mom.
Beautiful, amazing, unending.
Deserves much better than me.
She deserves the best, the best of the best,
and she choose us, all nine. Or
were we smart enough to choose
her. We're not dummies, clinging to her apron strings, hoping
she'll drag us into Heaven as
she gracefully flies in. Angel.
Mom about moms. Angel, grace, forgiving.
Funny, I thought she was dumb,
before I was a mom. Now I wonder at her amazing grace, and fortitude.
She deserved better.
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A Terrier
Brandon Wheeler
I sit on the floor as Old Mary talks to Joanne. Suppose I
shouldn't call Mary "old" while she is around Joanne. Poor woman is
near sixty and a widow. Mary is just pushing thirty-three, if I recall. I'm
not what I used to be either, but what can you expect when someone
hits fourteen years.
God damn Sox runs around the store, jumping up on legs,
loudly panting, sniffing whatever catches his nose. Mary and Joe
brought that piece of work home a few months ago. I nearly died when
they did. These days they call his mixed sort cockerpoos; in my day we
called them mutts. He isn't even a dignified, solid white. I cringe knowing the neighbors see this gaudy auburn mongrel running about the
yard. After all the years I've been building a good reputation in the
neighborhood I won't have this mutt ruin it. Watching him prance
about making an ass out of himself congests my chest with frustration.
He mindlessly charges about as if they hand out ribbons for idiotic running. When I was his age, I went about with purpose.
The kids seem to like Sox despite his failings. I can understand
why Gabe would like him, too young to have an opinion. When it
comes to Gabe, I like having the mutt about. Gabe, ignorant of how to
properly pet, grabs and pulls at my hair. He'll learn someday, but for
now Sox distracts him. It makes their howling as they scurry around the
house almost bearable.
Gwen likes Sox out of spite of me. I avoided her when she was
little for the same reason I wish I could avoid Gabe now. I can never
escape him. The exclusion made her bitter and jealous. Now she takes it
out on me by putting her love of the new dog on display.
"I love you so much!" she screeches at Sox at least five times a
day, more on weekends. She picks him up, twirls him about. Hopefully
another tyke in her class will pull on her hair. Maybe the new understanding will make her realize Sox's many faults.
As for Jess, I've no idea what charm she finds in Sox. She
should know better. She spends most of these days out with her friends.
We used to have this game we'd play. I'd take her toy; she'd chase after,
screaming. She used to hold me close when she was scared, laugh when
I'd lick her face, nap with me ... When she comes home I can smell the
things she has been smoking.
Joe behaves indifferent to us dogs. I believe he shows slight
favor towards me because we share a calm, level-headedness, and I
don't pee inside the house. He had wanted to take us dogs camping with
the family, but Mary didn't think the woods would be good for my
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health. She also felt that it would be unfair that Sox get to go if I had to
stay behind. Now, I'm stuck with him for a night at Paws and Claws All
Breed Grooming and Bordering.
"This one is for Scotty's heart, and this one is for his arthritis."
Old Mary, I mean Mary, says handing Joanne my pills. Hearing my
name, I look up to see if she needs anything. She doesn't. She tells Joanne she'll come pick us up the next day around noon and leaves, patting me on the head.
Joanne yells for her assistant to take me to a kennel. Billy walks
in from the back. His red hair makes him look younger than he must be.
He is fiddling with his cell phone as he enters. Playing on your phone at
work? One can't find good help these days. Joanne hired him around
two months ago, I think. I'm not sure on the exact time. He didn't do a
very good job when I came in for a bath a month and a half ago. He
struggled with my glands.
Sox barks at the young man as he enters the room. God, that
yap annoys me! While she tries to calm the mutt, the young man walks
over to me. "Hey, old timer, let's go outside!" he says, leaning down
towards me. I stare up at him. Old timer? Young people have no respect.
''You'll have to carry him Billy," Joanne explains "He has arthritis and an enlarged heart." She leaves the room, probably to go have
a smoke. Billy nods, picking me up. Sox is still barking. You'd think he'd
tire. He runs from Billy when he reaches down to grab him. Soon
enough, however, Billy corners the idiot and gets a hold of his collar.
Sox rears back and bites the poor boy's hand. It draws blood.
I wish he would've put me down before chasing Sox around
the store. It just seems that young people and dogs don't use their
brains. People used to know better than to corner a frightened dog!
Dogs used to know better than to bite!
Growls and swears quietly spill from Billy as he takes us outside. I see a noble looking golden retriever as we walk between the rows
of cages. He sets me down just inside one of the kennels and allows Sox
to run about. Rubber separators run a foot or two up the chain-link
walls, obscuring my vision to my left and right. I'm satisfied with this.
Being around others gave me a fresh appetite for being alone. The eastern horizon and an empty kennel sit brightly before me. I'm not satisfied
with this. The Sun will be blinding in the morning.
Billy brings two water and two food dishes into the kennel, and
then brings Sox. His forced presence makes my heart harden. He begins
incessantly clawing at the door. Sox barks at the golden the entire time it
plays fetch with Billy. The things I'd do ifl had Sox's energy ... The
things he does with it ...
Dogs bark, I know. But, only dumb, ill-mannered dogs bark

incessantly. I knew, even at a young age, when it was appropriate to raise
my voice. Dogs since time immemorial have provided security for the
home. One only barks to warn the family unit. As a youngster, I'd bark
at anything tl1at'd pass by; letting them know that I'd not stand for any
funny business around my home. Mary used a spray bottle to tell me that
they preferred that I give strangers the benefit of the doubt. I still consider iliis policy to be a bit generous. But, being of good breed and great
character, I have always adhered to it. One exception does exist. Long
ago a skunk came into the yard. I barked at it. It sprayed me. I killed it. I
was made to stay outside until the smell was removed, but most in1portantly the family was kept safe. My chest swells with pride a little at
the memory.
I lie where I was laid. I hear Joanne talking to Billy. I smell ilie
smoke from their cigarettes. They discuss ilie various dogs they have
coming in for haircuts and bathes today: two Shih Tzu, one Miniature
Poodle, two Schnauzers, and an Old English Sheep Dog. The sheep dog
is only coming in for a bath and brush out. Billy says he wants to do the
Shih Tzu because he needs the practice and will take care of ilie sheep
dog if he has time to before he has to go to his other job in four hours.
Joanne suggest that he takes care of the sheep dog first because it will
take a long time to dry. They continue to chat while they finish their
cigarettes.
"I don't ever drink, but my friends used to take me to bars wiili
them. Mostly so they'd have someone to drive them home. I didn't mind
because it's funny to watch drunk people act like idiots. Good iliing too.
I met my husband at a bar. He was Italian. I heard his voice and was
curious so I talked to 11in1."She explains that Al had died three years
ago. She says he had been ten years older than her. He told her he wanted her to remarry after he dies she says. She goes on about how she
wants to remarry. She believes she'd like another foreigner. Billy nods,
saying appropriate iliings at the appropriate times. They finish their
smoke break, put the golden back in his kennel, open the door to ours,
and return to work inside the shop.
Sox, thank God, leaves to walk about. Shortly he returns with a
bone he's found. A warm breeze carries the scents of late spring to us.
Just outside of the kennels and fenced in play area are some blossoming
rose bushes. I have trouble discerning between reds and greens, and I
my vision begins to blur at such distances. But, those roses are such a
vibrant red they seem a personification of the vigorous blood of spring.
I find them to be quite gaudy. I hear birds chirping. The air tastes florid.
All around existence sheds off the last of the old year. The world hums
with excitement as if conspiring against me taking a nap. I bury my head
in my paws. Sox joins the conspiracy, loudly gnawing on the bone. The
bone bothers me to no end. I consider leaving the kennel to find a more
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comfortable spot. I think of standing. I decide not to bother. My medicine tires me. Nature prevents my sleep. At my age, I can't escape either.
I sit where I was sat. Billy returns for another smoke break. He
wanders to the golden, petting him through the cage. Sox does not bark
at Billy, but stays out of arms reach. Billy ignores him.
"Pretty lazy aren't ya, old timer? Haven't moved an inch from
where I put ya." Billy says scratching my head. Why does he insist on
calling me that? Joanne told him my name!
"If you are just gonna lay about all day I'll get ya a cushion."
Billy says going off, presumably to get a cushion. Perhaps he isn't all
bad. He returns with a striped pad and puts me on top of it. It isn't very
comfortable and smells like other dogs. It's still better than nothing.
I hear Joanne come back outside. She lights up a cigarette.
"That dog has an odd tail." Billy comments.
"Sox?" she asks.
"No, Scotty."
"Oh, I think Mary told me once that her first husband stepped
on it when Scotty was a puppy. That man was abusive and a drunk from
what I've heard. She was smart to get her and her daughter away from
him." I sniffle at the vague memory of this.
"Sounds nasty. Surprising Scotty isn't more skittish then."
"He has always been a good dog."
"Looks kinda funny with his round belly and scrawny little
legs."
You'd think they'd at least lower their voices so I can't hear
them say rude things. I am a good dog though. Some would even say a
great dog.
"He is just getting old. Did the sheep dog give you much trouble?" Joanne asks. Billy shrugs.
"She had some mats on her stomach that took a second to
brush out, didn't want to get in the tub either. Pretty good about everything though, she is a nice dog. I should be able to get the Shih Tzu
prepped while she dries."
''What happened to your finger?"
"Oh, Sox bit me. It's my fault though. He was clearly scared of
me and I cornered him."
"Really? He is usually such a good little dog!" Joanne calls over
Sox. She introduces him to Billy and calms Sox while Billy pets him.
Sox's animosity evaporates. They talk and smoke for a while. Billy puts
Sox back in our kennel, lets the golden out, and goes back in the shop.
Joanne finishes her cigarette and joins him.
Boredom grows on my mind. I begin to count the silver - gray
hairs on my nose and mustache to pass the time. They stand out like

stars against my black fur. Counting them quickly becomes depressing. I
stop and try to sleep. I fail. Sox gnaws loudly on the bone.
Sox stops gnawing for a moment to drink some water from his
bowl. His lapping sound makes my mouth feel dry. I turn my head to
look at him. Billy had set the bowls a full two feet behind me. I lie back
down. I'm not terribly thirsty. Perhaps Billy will come back and move
them closer.
Joanne and Billy come outside again. They both start smoking
another cigarette.Joanne retells the story of meeting her husband as if
she hadn't told it a few hours before. She embellishes a little.
"I was sitting there when I heard this beautifully deep, deep
voice from across the room! It sounded like chocolate on my ears! He
had such a pretty accent. He really did. I have always liked men with
deep voices and accents! I went over and talked to him, and tl1e next
thing I know we are married!" She reiterates how he had been older,
how he had died, how he wanted her to remarry, how she wants to remarry, and how she'd like to marry another foreigner. She says just
wants someone to watch television with. She goes on to say she could
use the help around the house too. Billy nods, saying appropriate things
at the appropriate times.
It seems to me that Billy has heard this story more than a few
times. It is funny how some older people will retell stories, exaggerating
them more and more. How nice of him to patiently listen to her. Perhaps he isn't so bad. I wish he had been more considerate when he put
down the bowls. I think about drinking some water. I think about standing up. Sox claws at the door hoping Billy will let him out. His muscles
seem as vivid as the roses. Watching him, I feel my own muscles tense.
I didn't always have such skeletal legs, such a fat belly. My
health makes moving taxing. In my younger years I was quite athletic
and rather handsome. I was considered something of a dandy. I inspired
confidence in my friends and fear in my enemies.
For instance, a skunk came into the yard once intent on causing mischief. The very moment it saw me it froze. I stared into its beady
eyes, growling. It must have been about the size of the fat old cat that
lives next door. Despite its size I could still see the fear in its eyes. We
stood a few monumental seconds barely breathing. Then it blinked. I
moved forward, barking like thunder! The coward sprayed me to cover
its escape. It was fast, but I was faster. I gave its body as a trophy to
Mary and Jess. They didn't have anywhere to put it however and threw it
in the trash. To top off my heroic deed I even stayed clear of the house
until I was clean of the smell.
"Those Shih Tzu are weird." Billy says.
"Why's that?" Joanne asks, exhaling smoke.
"I mean they belong to the same family, both named Patches.
That's weird."
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"Yeah, Mrs. Olson has been bringing her dogs to me for years.
She always gets white Shih Tzu with spots and always names them
Patches. When this old Patches got sick a year or so ago she thought he
was going to die so she got the new one and named it patches. But, then
old Patches got better. It's kind of funny. This makes three different
Patches of hers I've worked on."
"I don't know. That just seems strange to me, like the dogs are
just an accessory or something. I mean, I'm sure that the dogs don't
care, but it just seems like an odd thing to do. They should be dry pretty
soon. I'll finish them up and take off." That poor dog, Patches; the older
Patches specifically. What a terrible owner, couldn't be bothered to even
cover up that she felt they were so replaceable. I can't imagine how that
must feel. If I remember correctly, my family only got Sox because to
play with the younger kids. I had, as humiliating as it is for me to say,
been lax with such duties at the time due to my health. My veterinarian
had just informed Mary of my heart troubles.
Billy goes back inside. Joanne puts the golden away, opens our
kennel, and goes back inside. Neither move the bowls. I hear Billy drive
away. The golden's family picks it up. Joanne puts Sox in the kennel
before leaving. She returns later, remembering to give me my pills. She
leaves again. The sun sets as my medication takes effect.
Choking down the pills makes me thirsty. A strong numbness
spreads through my body. I decide to drink some water. I can feel the
grinding of my wrists, elbows, and shoulders distantly as I push up on
my front legs. Sitting up, I pause for a moment to catch my breath.
Wobbling up on my back legs, my joints crackle like fires, fires made
distant by the medication. I breathe for a moment. My back and neck
pop as I begin to turn around. Muscles straining, I take a step towards
the bowls. Then I take another step. Each step grinds my joint creating a
unique ache with each motion.
The bowls are impossibly far. It takes a full minute for me to
reach them. Even with the medication it feels as if there's sandpaper
between my bones. I decide not to sit as I eat and drink. I don't want to
have to stand up again.
Sated, I turn back towards my pad. Sox is sleeping on it. I stare.
He kicks a little in his sleep, whining. A blackness fills me. I want to kill
him. I want to tear open his throat and watch as his rosy blood spills on
the ground, cooling, dying. He is so far away. I shuffle over to him. I fit
half or so of myself on the side of the pad. The position I sit in makes
my left shoulder grind as I breathe. His warmth makes my aching joints
feel a bit better. He seems to calm a little as I lie next to him. I cannot
sleep. My mind swims through the black, chill night.
No moon or clouds are in the sky. My insomnia turns the silence of the night into a dirge. The stars shine out as wisps, as specters.
The emptiness between them screams in through the air. I close my

I walk towards him driven by the unknown force. My joints
ache fresh and close, but I continue. Each step takes several seconds. A
minute passes before I reach him. My heart labors, full of blood. I
breathe heavily. The living air buzzes in my head. I place my head under
his hand, insisting. He acknowledges me, scratching. We trade a little
something in the touch. He smiles.
"I suppose a dog is a dog, huh?"
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Meditations
Brandon Wheeler
Take me to midnight
away from the gaudy light of day
the middle, the end
where everything becomes one
and begins again.

Bipolar Disorder
Alex Richens
When night draws near but energy will not cease,
Self-esteem inflates and the stars are close to the touch;
Many goals are set with one word in mind, increase,
Attention is lost and to reality they clutch;
Light leaves the eyes and only emptiness remains,
Consuming sadness overwhelms as color bleeds from the world;
No remnants of cherished moments, all that's left are chains.
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Listen to the Transition
Devon Lynch
As my addiction continues to infect my intellect,
my inner-confliction elicits shame-filled disrespect.
Temptations invade throughout my lifeless body
and now my fearful, pain-filled emotions,
consume this "wanna be somebody."
\X'hen I see my reflection,
I think it's the worst possible expression,
towards myselfl feel no sort of affection.
My state of mind and each decision of mine,
make a direct correlation in each moment of time.
Tweaking, strung-out, I feel barely conscious.
I can't stop arguing with my devilish conscience;
as an unwanted intervention
comes to interject and capture my attention,
away from my addictive substance obsession.
Repercussion after repercussion,
I don't seem to reach the obvious conclusion,
that my life has turned into utter and absolute confusion.
Possessing hope and ambition,
have become pointless witl1 the rest of my life envision.
My intuition is fighting my inhibition,
in which revelations help me to transition,
from living life ',vitl1pain and hate,
to living life by any given fate.
No matter what feeling needs to be felt,
witl1 addiction in my blood, I play tl1e cards I was dealt.
With my past in my rear-view,
living life witl1 a new positive view,
I can once again enjoy things I used to do,
as long as recovery I stay true to.
I am one of the lucky few who,
were given a new opportunity that few do.
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[ A Loving Voice in the Dark]
Shawn Whitehorse
A loving voice in the dark
Madness tears me apart, til
A whisper from the heart, illustrates
Love in the form of art
Intricate spirals tear us apart, its done
Another painting has its start
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Memory
Christina Lee
Memory
likes a little white plurneria
smells so fresh looks so genuine
branded in your mind
it made your day
Bue the time goes by
little petal scattered away
fragrant vanish in chaos air
while eartl1 is moving
while time is flying
Sometime
little plumeria may show up
like a spotlight, illuminate in your mind
and make your day again

Suicide

Soliloquies
Angel Paletta

i. the questio11
,vhat is it
about
bodies of water
and bodies of women
wading through,
wide-eved, deep,
until their vision becomes obscured
in the ever haunting guestion of
half full vs half empty buoyancy brimming above their cars,
tickling their temples, as hair
s p 1 a y sands
C a
t t
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afloat
bumpingagainstbare shoulders.
clinging-to-necks-and-checks
as bubbles ... of breath ...
escape open mouths
and pop voiceless onto the surface ... ?

ii. the dehat,;
Ophelia had every reason to doubt
as she drowned
with the flowers she tried to hand out.
The riverbank beckoned her
because everyone refused to tip
a watering can
or offer a hand to refill her O\Vn
to help her bloom or perhaps.
her father, her brother,
her Hamlet, alread~·plucked her,
unknowingly
cut off her roots, so she
would slowly die
in a vase of ice water.
-0
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Before they discovered her in the watery grave,
(Perhaps she already conducted her m,vn funeral,
Picked her own posies, \,·hispered her own prayers)
\'\,11ileher corpse drifted across the currents,
is it possible she found peace among the lilies
she had always been a part of?
iii. //;1,unresolved
Lady of Shallot, was it her intention,
did she know
she would fall victim
to Death's cold,

wet
[... embrace ... j
as she sang her last song
inspired by Swans?
When her blood turned to slush,
and her foggy breath's last escape
signaling the Crescendo
of The Curse
that the time
had arrived
for I lcr
to Finally
meet God!
did she lie down in her canoe
wade her numb fingers
for a final grasp of reality... ,
before resigning to be
the woman
\Vithout a real name?
it·. the suppression
Edna's Awakening,
a,go11iz/1{g,
but
step after step, did the water
make her feel
Alive?
Was she fmally free
when she could no longer keep
her head above rhe surface
and her toenails scrapedthe
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of the sea floor.
Or had she died the way she lived?
No sure footing - one dying, gasping
inhale of air at a time?
Are vou okay now, Edna?
,\re you all right?
Arc you finally free;,
Like Desiree and her baby?
t'. the tnh11/ation
Sweet, s,veet Skyler,
name matching the color
of her husband's true love,
just like the color of her eyes
and the shade of her dress when
she stepped into the pool
with the same pigment .

. . .Would she have been satisfied if Walt had not saved her?
Her plan didn't work,
for being married to
The Danger does not make one
equally dangerous. and
she knew that,
as she stared at the w1derwater
w1dern:orld around her,
hair floating. bright and blonde,
resembling a midnight sun,
the last moments of life and light,
even no,v that The l\fonster is gone.
No more water.
only blood to discover
five
feet
-0
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deep
in a dry barren desert
where her hm,gswill forever breathe in
iron-red dust because
deep down,
she still loves him the gold band he \"VOre
around his neck
glinted in the fluorescent light she will always see It, see him:
in her son. her daughter,
in the i\,iirror.
\X'illshe forever daydream
the day she almost drm-vned
until her sorrows swallow
her whole like a hurricane,
tsunami. or typhoon.
disguised as a wave
(for mirages always sneak,
or perhaps she invites them.
into her world)
destroying a tO\vn?
vi. t hi' voiff

I almost drowned once myself.
Chlorine ,vater enveloped me inside and out
until a lifeguard scooped me up.
I wish I could slow down ti.me
in my memories with my brush
with death
to paint a prettier picture.
Yet, I suppose my mission i~ instead,
To impede to all of you, these women
who could not speak for themselves.
\X'omen are not meant to speak,
But I shall nor follow that rule,
Especially when suicide is already a silencer.
My voice will be their stage
on which their soliloquies ,vill be heard,
so more women can speak out,
and suicide v;,ilJ.not have to be a last resort.
Perhaps not an option at all.
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Dear Muse, I'm Sorry ( or
Personification
of the Struggle
with Writer's Block
Angel Paletta
She lives inside a jewelry box with a heart shaped lock. Inside is
a tiny. dim flash light she's fashioned to a top corner, stacks of both
tattered and unread books stand together in rows and columns, and a
mattress made from an unused maxi-pad with cotton balls for pillows
and tissues for blankets lie on the ground. The tissues are torn in places
and remain underneath the light balled up from tears of frustration and
desperation.
I peak into the keyhole. Her skin has turned grey. her arms just
skin over bones. The bags under her eyes are dark. She ha n't eaten; she
hasn't slept. She keeps pacing back and forth, picking up a notepad and
jotting something dm.vn before scribbling it our., before turning to her
typewriter and clip-clacking the keys before tearing the paper out.
"Have you found the key yet?" Her voice is hoarse. She only
eats cotton candy, only drinks salt water. Sometimes she craves alcohol
and drugs. The flashlight casts a shadow on a discarded Nyquil cup,
filled to the brim from the last time I cried. I ha-ven't been able to bring
her cotton candy in awhile. No money means no narcotics either.
" ot yet," l reply hesitantly, "Been bus)-. School ,rnrk, rou
know."
"I know." Her smile is fractured right out of a book of cliches.
She avoids my eye and I avoid hers.
\'\'hen summer comes, I don't tell her. But she knows; I can't
hide the truth from her.
"Work been hard?" She asks before I say anytl1ing. I peer into
the void to sec the books aren't stacked anymore; just toppled everywhere, as if she ,vas searching for something. Ol[)'thil§ iv1aybea solution
to escaper I offered to break the jewelry box, but she refused. 'It's my
workplace,' she dictated, 'I just need a breath of fresh air.'
"\"\1ork is work," I say cautious!~·.Before she can ask, I end
with, "They have me working almost every day. Haven't had time to
look for the key.'' I gulp down my guilt. "I'm sorry.''
She paused before answering. "I know."
\v'hen I return ro school the next semester, I curl up ,vith tl1e
jewelry box and peer into the keyhole. She's broken her typewriter and
torn our the last page from her notepad. She's clicking at her pen, still
thinking, always thinking. I clear my throat to let her know I'm there.
" o key." She doesn't question, only states. I don't
acknO\vledge it as I tell her I have a storv due for a "·ricing class. "I
(IQ

She lives inside a jewelry box wirh a heart shaped lock. Inside
is a tiny, dim flash light she's fashioned to a top corner, sracks of both
tattered and unread books stand together in rows and colurnns, and a
mattress made from an unused maxi-pad with cotton balls for pillows
and tissues for blankets lie on the ground. The tissues are torn in places
and remain underneath the light balled up from tears of frustration and
desperation.
I peak into the keyhole. Her skin has turned grey, her arms
just skin over bones. The bags under her eyes are dark. She hasn't eaten; she hasn't slept. She keeps pacing back and forth, picking up a notepad and jotting something down before scribbling it out, before turning
to her typewriter and clip-clacking the keys before tearing the paper out.
"Have you found the key yet?" Her voice is hoarse. She only
eats cotton candy, only drinks salt ,vater. Sometimes she craves alcohol
and drugs. The flashlight casts a shadow on a discarded Nyquil cup,
filled to the brim from the last ti.me I cried. 1 haven't been able to bring
her cotton candy in awhile. No money means no .narcotics either.
"Not yet," I reply hesitantly, "Been busy. School work, you
know."
"I know." Her smile is fractured right out of a book of cliches.
She avoids my eye and I avoid hers.
\,'\/J.1en
summer comes, I don't tell her. But she knows; I can't
hide the truth from her.
"\'{ 1ork been hard?" She asks before I say anything. I peer into
the void to see the books aren't stacked anymore; just toppled everywhere, as if she was searching for something, ulD'ibing.
Maybe a solution
to escape? I offered to break the jewelry box, but she refused. 'It's my
workplace.' she dictated, 'I just need a breath of fresh air.'
"Work is work," I say cautiously. Before she can ask, I end
·with, "They have me working almost every day. Haven't had time to
look for the key." I gulp down my guilt. "I'm sorry."
She paused before answering. "I know."
\'{/]1enI return to school the next semester, I curl up with the
jewelry box and peer into the keyhole. She's broken her typewriter and
torn out the last page from her notepad. She's clicking at her pen, still
thinking, always thinking. I clear my throat to let her know I'm there.
"No key." She doesn't question. only states. I don't
acknowledge it as I tell her I have a story due for a writing class. "I can't
help you if you don't have the key. I need to get out of here."
Finally, I let out a pitiful, "I'm still looking for the key."
I almost thought she'd refuse to reply with the time it took her
to respond. "I knmv."
"But maybe you can still help me?" I pull out a notepad of my
own, click a pen and carry the point to the cop line. The corners of her
moutl1 twitched, then she nodded all the \vhile looking down.
~· ;
·..
"\-x;'batelse am I here for? Nothing else to do." She sat
down on her makeshift bed, fumbling with her cottonball-pillow.

"How do you propose I help?"
"Tell me \vhy )'OU want out. I'll do the rest."
1\nd so she told me. She describes how she wants to breathe a
forest and cat the ocean. She wants to taste the dirt from the Grand
Canyon and listen to French cuisine. She wants to grow wings to sleep
on a cloud, but grow fins to explore the sea's secrets. I listen with intent. my pen moving majestically to the rhythm of her passion. I smoke
a cigarette, and she pauses and asks if I could exhale into the kerholc.
She coughs only a little before complimenting the smell.
I write a story with pride. \v'e both feel happy. She eats the
cotton candv I'm able to poke through the keyhole; she drinks the stale
salt \,·acer, murmuring about how tl1e ocean muse taste much better. Yet
she cries herself to sleep, as 1 do, for we both wish to smell the humid
air tl1at brushes itself off the sea's surface into our direction.
Time goes on. and every day 1 tell her I haven't had the time
to find the key. She's stopped asking, but I continue to tell her, to let
her know I'm still searching. I cry to her that I don't know what's
,vrong with me. The key should be easy to find; it was never hard to
find before, why nO\>.:?
Over and over again, she tells me witl1 a lack of
spirit and passion. "T know.''
I decide to rake a leave of absence from school. She has nothing more to share. and I don't have tl1e time to find the key to help her
- help us - out.
"This will give me more rime," I promise her." 'O more responsibilities. Nothing will get in the way. I'll find the key. We will
write."
She nods but says nothing.
Montl1s pass, holidays pass. seasons pass. Things change. I've
read, and I tell her about hov: I have ideas, great ideas.
"Have rou found the key yet?'' She knows the ans,ver. She
asks because she knows I've had the time to find the key. I've had the
ti.me but haven't looked. She knows. he always kno\vs.
"No ... no, l haven't. .. l haven't found the key yet.'' l choke
back rears. and she does the same.
" ... You're never going to find tl1at key, are you?'· Her demand stabs me at my core. I've neglected her - the ,vriter ,vithin myself,
\\'ho used to always help me out. I hug the box close to my chest and
rock back and forth, stuttering out apologies as I hear her start to cry,
too.
I somehow manage to say. "I don't even know where to begin
to look." I find myself hiccupping from my sobs. ·'I don't know \\·here
the key is ... I don't know where tl1e answer is. I don't even know where
to begin to look."
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"Don't block me in here forever," She pleas, "Don't let me

"I won't," I promise, rocking faster and clutching the box
closer to my chest, "I won't. I'll find the answer. I'll find the key. We'll
write again. \Ve will write again." The rocking becomes faster. and rears
won't stop. My nose is rwming with no tissues in sight. I hurry and
snatch the nearest pillow to release a gargled cry that, though muffled,
she can hear the words scratching through the fibers, "I don't want you
to die. I don't want you to die. Please, please don't die. I'm sorry. I'm
sorry. I'1n so sorry."
Yet, all she allows herself to do is let out a ·weird sound, like a
mixture of a chuckle and a garbled sob. "I knO\v." She does know. f\.nd
she understands. Because she is my muse, a part of me just as I am a
part of her. I keep the box held tight to me as I cry myself to sleep.

Dear

Dad
Josie Slade

I remember
the shattered glass.
A cruel smile in the night,
Shouts, and fights,
falling in on me.
A small bear cuddled close,
yanked by the collar, dragged from my bed,
a shout, "This is your fault!"
Breath, laced with smoke,
a sickly sweet aroma in waves,
roughness of stubble,
Finger shaped bruises on my arm.
Even years later, I remember.
And when I watch my phone, as it vibrates,
your desperate plea of, "What have I done wrong?"
Begging me to forgive you for all of it,
years of bruises,
the mental trauma you inflicted.
I remember, Dad, I do,
but you still can't take a clue.
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